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Background: In Drosophila melanogaster the Enhancer of split-Complex [E(spl)-C] consists of seven
highly related genes encoding basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) repressors and intermingled, four
genes that belong to the Bearded (Brd) family. Both gene classes are targets of the Notch signalling
pathway. The Achaete-Scute-Complex [AS-C] comprises four genes encoding bHLH activators. The
question arose how these complexes evolved with regard to gene number in the evolution of
insects concentrating on Diptera and the Hymenoptera Apis mellifera.
Results: In Drosophilids both gene complexes are highly conserved, spanning roughly 40 million
years of evolution. However, in species more diverged like Anopheles or Apis we find dramatic
differences. Here, the E(spl)-C consists of one bHLH (mβ) and one Brd family member (mα) in a
head to head arrangement. Interestingly in Apis but not in Anopheles, there are two more E(spl)
bHLH like genes within 250 kb, which may reflect duplication events in the honeybee that occurred
independently of that in Diptera. The AS-C may have arisen from a single sc/l'sc like gene which is
well conserved in Apis and Anopheles and a second ase like gene that is highly diverged, however,
located within 50 kb.
Conclusion: E(spl)-C and AS-C presumably evolved by gene duplication to the nowadays complex
composition in Drosophilids in order to govern the accurate expression patterns typical for these
highly evolved insects. The ancestral ur-complexes, however, consisted most likely of just two
genes: E(spl)-C contains one bHLH member of mβ type and one Brd family member of mα type and
AS-C contains one sc/l'sc and a highly diverged ase like gene.
Background
The Notch pathway is one of the best studied cell to cell
communication systems in the animal kingdom. It is
highly conserved and used from worm to man. This path-
way is needed whenever cell decisions are influenced by
cell-cell communication, and also during proliferation or
pathway crosstalk [1]. Using Drosophila melanogaster as a
model system, the Notch pathway was intensely studied
over many years. The best defined process governed by
Notch is called "lateral inhibition": cells of a given fate are
singled out from an equivalence group of the same fate,
whereas the differentiation of the other cells is suppressed
by the Notch signal. This happens for example during
neurogenesis, where neuroblasts are selected from prone-
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Conservation of the E(spl)-C in Drosophilids Figure 1
Conservation of the E(spl)-C in Drosophilids. A) The E(spl)-C is highly conserved in Drosophilids with regard to gene 
number and transcript orientation (arrows). The size of the complex is also almost the same; in D. pseudoobscura (D. pseu) it is 
only slightly larger than in D. melanogaster (D. mel). The smallest seems to be the D. virilis (D. vir) complex, however, the virilis 
sequence was not completed at the time. The best identity at protein level is found between the Gro orthologs (purple) fol-
lowed by the bHLH proteins (red). Interestingly the proteins of the centrally located bHLH genes Mγ, Mβ and M3 (framed 
blue) are best conserved. Higher identities are seen between the melanogaster and pseudoobscura orthologs than between the 
ones of D. melanogaster and D. virilis, with the exception of M7 (blue circle). The worst conserved member of the complex is 
M1. (Numbers give % identity between the proteins). B) Alignment of the Mγ and (C) M7 orthologs. The bHLH (purple) and 
orange domains are the best conserved parts of the orthologs. The M7 sequences labelled with the black box are unexpectedly 
better conserved in D. virilis than in D. pseudoobscura compared with D. melanogaster. Identical residues are marked in blue; red 
shows highly related and yellow similar residues.
A
B                     C 
                                          
 1                                                   50 1                                                   50 
D.m.MJ  MSSLQMSEMS KTYQYRKVMK PMLERKRRAR INKCLDELKD LMVATLESEG  D.m.M7  MATKYEMSKT YQYRKVMKPL LERKRRARIN KCLDELKDLM AECVAQTGDA
D.p.MJ  MSSSQISEMS KTYQYRKVMK PMLERKRRAR INKCLDELKD LMVATLESEG  D.p.M7  MATKYEVSKT YQYRKVMKPL LERRRRARIN MCLDELKDLM VQCTVQSGDG
D.v.MJ  MSSIQISEMS KTYQYRKVMK PLLERKRRAR INKCLDELKD LMVATLESEG  D.v.M7  MATKYELSKT YQYRKVMKPL LERKRRARIN KCLDDLKDLM AECVAQTSDA
  51                                                 100          51                                                 100 
D.m.MJ  EHVTRLEKAD ILELTVTHLQ KMKQQRQHKR ASGD.ESLTP AEGFRSGYIH  D.m.M7  KFEKADILEV TVQHLRKLKE SK........ .KHVPANPEQ SFRAGYIRAA
D.p.MJ  EHVTRLEKAD ILELTVTHLQ KMKEKRQHKR ATGD.ESLSP AEGFRSGYIH  D.p.M7  KFDRADILEV TVDHLRKLKQ ARIEATAAAA KATTNTTPEQ SFRDGFIRAA
D.v.MJ  EHVTRLEKAD ILELTVTHLQ KMKQQRQHKR ANGGAETLTP AEGFRSGYIH  D.v.M7  KFEKADILEV TVQYLRKLKQ TK.......S ANATASATEH SFRAGYIRAA
101                                                150          101                                                150 
D.m.MJ  AVNEVSRSLS QLPGMNVSLG TQLMTHLGQR LNQIQPAEKE VLPVTAPLSV  D.m.M7  NEVSRALASL PRVDVAFGTT LMTHLGMRLN QLEQPMEQPQ AV..NTPLSI
D.p.MJ  AVNEVSRSLS HLPGMNVSLG TQLMTHLGQR LNQLQPAVKE ALPITAPLSV  D.p.M7  DEVSRALASL PNVDVVFGTH LMTHLGLRLN QLETPTAAPK PM..NAPLSI
D.v.MJ  AVNEVSRSLS QLPGMNVSLG TQLMTHLGQR LNQLQPAVKE VLPVTQPLSV  D.v.M7  NEVSRALAAL PKVDVAFGTT LMTHLGMRLN QLEQPVEQPS PMAPHAPLSI
151                                                200          151                                                200 
D.m.MJ  HIANRDAYSV PISPISSYAG SPNSNTSS.. ..TSHSLLTT ......IDVT  D.m.M7  VCGS..SSSS STYSSASSCS SISPVSSGYA SDNE...... ......SLLQ
D.p.MJ  HIASRDAYSV PISPVSSFAG SPNSSLASSE RLGSASLLTT CS...SIDVT  D.p.M7  ICGSGGSSSS SSNCSSNSRE ACSPVSSGYC SDSDCSVSST Q..AAQNLLQ
D.v.MJ  HIASRDAYSV PISPISSYAG SPNSSVAS.E QLGSASLLTT CSSNLSIDVT  D.v.M7  NCG....... SGYSTSSSRD AYSPVSSGYA SDSDCSSGSS TPIAAQSLLQ
201             218                      201      211 
D.m.MJ  KME..DDSED EENVWRPW       D.m.M7  ISSPGQVWRP W 
D.p.MJ  KMELEVDSED EENVWRPW       D.p.M7  IS.TGQVWRP W 
D.v.MJ  KMEEVADSED EENVWRPW       D.v.M7  ISNTGSVWRP W 
bHLH bHLH
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ural clusters; they keep neural fate, whereas the surround-
ing cells eventually differentiate as epidermoblasts. The
name giving transmembrane Notch-receptor interacts
physically with the extracellular domain of the transmem-
brane ligands Delta or Serrate of the signalling cell. After
this activation, the intracellular domain of Notch is
cleaved and travels into the nucleus where it transcription-
ally activates together with Suppressor of Hairless [Su(H)]
genes of the Enhancer of split complex [E(spl)-C]. E(spl)
gene products in turn repress the activity of proneural
genes encoded for example by the Achaete-Scute-Complex
[AS-C]. As consequence these cells stay undifferentiated to
become epidermoblasts later on, whereas the signalling
cell enters into the programmed neural cell fate. In the
focus of our studies are these two complexes, E(spl)-C and
AS-C, since in D. melanogaster they are composed of sev-
eral genes with complex expression patterns and specific
yet partly redundant functions.
Enhancer of split was originally identified by genetic means
as enhancer of the duplicated bristle phenotype found in
the recessive Notch allele split [2]. In order to identify the
responsible gene the Enhancer of split gene region has been
cloned. In this region 13 transcription units are located
and named m1 to m10 and mα to mδ. It was a surprise that
seven of these genes encode structurally related proteins
characterized by a basic and a helix-loop-helix domain
(bHLH), a further alpha-helix forming 'orange domain'
and a stereotypic terminus with the amino acids tryp-
tophane, arginine, proline, tryptophane (WRPW). Later it
was shown that this motif serves as binding site for the
global co-repressor Groucho (Gro, transcription unit m9/
10), which is encoded by a gene localised next to the
bHLH gene cluster [3-10]. The bHLH genes m3, m5, m7,
m8, mβ, mγ and mδ (see Fig. 1; [8]) are all transcriptional
targets of Notch: they encode the effector proteins of the
Notch signal at least in the process of lateral inhibition
[1,11-13]. Apart from the seven bHLH genes and the
neighbouring gro locus, the E(spl)-C comprises five further
genes. Four genes mα, m2, m4 and m6 share structural
similarity with the Bearded (Brd)-gene family and are
themselves transcriptional targets of Notch, whereas m1 is
completely unrelated and encodes a putative protease
inhibitor [14,15]. Larger deficiencies encompassing sev-
eral of E(spl) transcripts cause a severe neural hyperplasia,
whereas loss of activity of single genes do not, suggesting
redundancy of these seven bHLH genes [7,10,16-18].
However, remarkable differences were observed between
the respective expression patterns in the embryo as well as
in postembryonic tissues, arguing against complete
redundancy [8,12,14,15,19-22]. Consistently, a high con-
servation of the entire complex was observed in the rather
distantly related fly species Drosophila hydei [23]. The
question, however, remains whether gene number and
structure of the complex is conserved during longer terms
of evolution. For example, in vertebrates an E(spl)-C like
in D. melanogaster does not exist. Here the Notch target
genes have been classified as HES (hairy/Enhancer of
split) and HER/HESR (hairy/Enhancer of split related)
genes, because the D. melanogaster segmentation gene
hairy encodes a bHLH protein with orange domain and
WRPW motif that is as similar to the vertebrate HES genes
as are the E(spl) bHLH genes [24,25]. The vertebrate genes
are not clustered in a complex. Apparently, in the course
of evolution rearrangements occurred between these
Notch target genes.
The AS-C in D. melanogaster comprises four genes, achaete
(ac), scute (sc), lethal of scute (l'sc) and asense (ase) that all
encode transcriptional activators of the bHLH class. They
determine proneural fate and are thus required for the
development of the central and peripheral nervous system
[13,26-29]. These genes have been also studied in verte-
brates. In the mouse there are three achaete-scute family
members abbreviated ASH for Ac-Sc-Homolog [30]:
MASH-1 and XASH-3/CASH-4 are two members that are
involved in the development of the nervous system [30].
Both complexes are therefore good candidates to look for
the changes that occurred during insect evolution.
In this work, we studied the evolution of the E(spl)-C and
AS-C by making use of the recent advances in the genome
projects of the Diptera D. pseudoobscura, D. virilis, Anophe-
les gambiae and the Hymenoptera Apis mellifera. The esti-
mated distances are nearly 30 million years (Myr)
separating  D. melanogaster and  D. pseudoobscura which
both belong to the Sophophora subgenus and around 40
Myr separating the Sophophora from the Drosophila subge-
nus where D. virilis belongs to [31]. The distance between
these modern dipterans and the more ancient ones like
the Culicidae A. gambiae is estimated 200–250 Myr and
that between Diptera and Hymenoptera like the honeybee
A. mellifera 250–300 Myr [32]. Our study shows that both
gene complexes are highly conserved in Drosophilids
with regard to overall size, gene number and structural
similarity of the encoded proteins. In contrast, more
ancient dipterans like the mosquito and similarly also the
honeybee have much simpler gene complex structures:
the E(spl)-C consists of just one mβ like bHLH gene and
one mα like Brd-type gene. However, in Apis two more
bHLH/WRPW coding genes are found within about 200
kb and may reflect an enlargement of the E(spl)-C in this
species. The AS-C consists of only one sc/l'sc like member
and one further ase-like gene that is, however, widely
diverged. These data suggest that the evolution of modern
Drosophilids included an enlargement of these com-
plexes, notably a multiplication of the genes in the E(spl)-
C that seem to have subsequently specified their roles in
Notch signalling pathway. Their strict conservation in
Drosophilids argues for a diversification presumablyBMC Evolutionary Biology 2005, 5:67 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/5/67
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driven by their highly specified expression patterns and
regulatory activities.
Results
The Enhancer of split complex in Drosophilids
The Enhancer of split complex [E(spl)-C] consists of 13
transcription units (Fig. 1): seven genes (m3, m5, m7, m8,
mβ, mγ, mδ) encode highly related basic helix-loop-helix
proteins, four have been grouped to the Brd-family (m2,
m4, m6, mα); m1 which encodes a serine protease inhibi-
tor and l(3) groucho (gro) which encodes a co-repressor of
the E(spl) bHLH protein family. Although the E(spl)
bHLH proteins are partly redundant and, therefore, a loss
or addition of genes could be without consequences, the
complex is highly conserved in all studied Drosophilids
with respect to gene order and number, transcription ori-
entation and overall size. As expected, the evolution rate
of the orthologs is different. The best conservation is
found between the Gro orthologs (more than 96% iden-
tity, Fig. 1), whereas M1 displays the highest evolutionary
rate (less than 61% identity between D. melanogaster and
D. virilis; Fig. 1).
The bHLH proteins of the E(spl)-C
In the Drosophilids, all E(spl) bHLH genes are without
intron, and the proteins contain the typical bHLH and
orange domains and end with the WRPW motif. The best
conserved bHLH ortholog is Mγ followed by M3, Mβ, M5,
Mδ and M7/8 (Fig. 1). However, the evolutionary rate var-
ies quite strongly. Comparing D. melanogaster with D. vir-
ilis, the highest identity score is found for Mγ with ~92%
(Fig. 1A,B) and the lowest for M8 with ~81%. An even
more striking difference in the identity scores is observed
when comparing the D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura
orthologs M3 and M7 (93% versus 73%; Fig. 1A,C). The
low degree of conservation of the M7 proteins is rather
surprising. It is based on one hand on peculiar size varia-
tions: 206 residues in D. pseudoobscura, 186 in D. mela-
nogaster and 197 in D. virilis (Fig. 1C). On the other hand,
the amino acid composition of the bHLH and orange
domains is much better conserved between D. mela-
nogaster and D. virilis than between D. melanogaster and D.
pseudoobscura. This is different from all the other bHLH
orthologs: the bHLH domains of M3 and Mβ are identical
in all three species and also the other ones are extremely
similar. Only one conservative change is detected in the
Mγ bHLH domain of D. melanogaster compared with D.
virilis, and just two in M5. The bHLH domains of the M8
and Mδ proteins contain also single non-conservative
replacements, apart from a few conservative changes.
However, D. pseudoobscura M7 shows an unusual high
number of changes – six replacements and five conserva-
tive changes – within the bHLH domain if compared to
the melanogaster ortholog (Fig. 1C).
The Bearded-protein family in the E(spl)-C
In general, the Brd-type proteins evolve faster than the
bHLH proteins: M4 and Mα are the best conserved mem-
bers with ~82% identity between virilis and melanogaster
and are thus within the range of the fastest evolving m7/8
bHLH coding genes (Fig. 1). The overall structure of M4
and Mα orthologs is quite similar in all studied Drosophila
species. The so-called 'bearded'-domain is completely
identical in the Mα orthologs, M4 has only a few gaps.
However, the predicted D. virilis m4 gene has an extended
open reading frame of novel 132 residues at the 5' end,
whereas the remaining 156 residues are conserved. The
melanogaster m4 5' region reveals similarity at the DNA
level, however, has no open reading frame. Therefore it
remains questionable whether the larger open reading
frame in D. virilis is indeed translated. The other two Brd-
family members, M2 and M6, are much less conserved:
Only approximately 68% identity is found between the
respective orthologs of D. melanogaster and  D. virilis.
Despite this little conservation, the typical Brd protein
domains can still be recognized. The most prominent is
the predicted basic amphipathic α-helix domain in the N-
terminal protein region [14].
The m1 gene in the E(spl)-C
The m1 gene encodes a protein that has the signatures of
serine protease inhibitors [15]. Despite a low degree of
conservation which ranges between 60 and 70% identity
between the M1 orthologs (Fig. 1A), the structurally
important cysteines residues are conserved in number and
spacing [15]. Notably, the orthologous genes of D. pseu-
doobscura and D. virilis have a significantly longer open
reading frame at the 5'end that extends the proteins for
approximately 50 residues to 203 in the case of D. virilis.
The extended protein parts share ~68% similarities within
the first 30 residues between the two orthologs. Further-
more, the first nine residues have only one conservative
exchange arguing for its translation in vivo. In mela-
nogaster all three reading frames at the 5' end are blocked
by several stop codons, excluding a likewise 5' extension.
However, at the DNA level there are identities of 69% to
the virilis ortholog and 79% to the pseudoobscura ortholog
which could be also interpreted as conserved regulatory
sequence.
The E(spl)-C in Anopheles gambiae
Albeit Anopheles belongs to the dipteran flies it does not
contain an E(spl)-C  that matches that of Drosophilids
(Fig. 2A). Only a single transcription unit with respectable
conservation that contains one intron was annotated in
the genome project (ENSANGG00000017601; see Tab.
1). However, the predicted coding sequence does not end
with a WRPW motif as expected for E(spl) bHLH proteins.
By searching through the genomic sequence, we propose
a different gene structure, where the transcript extendsBMC Evolutionary Biology 2005, 5:67 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/5/67
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into the intron that maintains an open reading frame and
ends with a WRPW motif. In this case, the E(spl) homolog
of mosquito would be without intron and shares highest
similarity to the Mβ/Mγ pair of D. melanogaster (80.3/
75.7% similarity and 69.6/67.4% identity, respectively).
Based on the similarity, we propose that it corresponds to
D.m.mβ (Fig. 2B) and named it therefore A.g.mβ. Moreo-
ver, there is a single Brd-like gene in close proximity (~8
kb) of A.g.mβ (Fig. 2A). This gene encodes a protein most
similar to the D. melanogaster Mα protein with almost
60% identity (Fig. 3A); therefore we named it A.g.mα. It
shares all features of the Brd-family proteins described
earlier [14], including the amphipathic α-helix domain in
the N-terminal part (Fig. 3B).
Approximately 100 kb from the 3' end of A.g.mβ, we
detected another sequence that might encode an E(spl)
bHLH type protein (Fig. 2A; ENSANGG00000017548).
However, the presumptive gene product is more highly
related to D. melanogaster Deadpan (Dpn; 57% identity)
than to E(spl) bHLH Mβ (52% identity). The conservation
extends beyond the amino acid sequence: we find the
same intron/exon structure in this Anopheles gene as in the
deadpan and hairy genes from Drosophila (see also Fig. 8a).
We believe that this Anopheles protein corresponds to Dpn
(A.g.Dpn) rather than to Hairy, since it shares little more
than 47% identity with D. melanogaster Hairy. The best hit
with the D. melanogaster Hairy protein is found on the sec-
ond chromosome in Anopheles (A.g.h; 72% identity at pro-
tein level). Other genes of the Drosophila E(spl)-C were not
detected nearby: maybe they are not conserved enough to
be discovered like e.g. m6 or they are located at totally dif-
ferent positions in the genome like gro.
The E(spl)-C in Apis mellifera
Like in the mosquito, there is no extended E(spl)-C in the
honeybee. In fact, we find a similar structure of one E(spl)
bHLH type and one Brd-type gene that share highest
The E(spl)-C in mosquito A. gambiae Figure 2
The E(spl)-C in mosquito A. gambiae. (A) The E(spl)-C in the mosquito is composed of two putative genes, A.g.mβ and 
A.g.mα. Approximately 100 kb away a second bHLH coding gene was detected, however, the analysis predicted a close rela-
tionship to Deadpan and Hairy. Since a good fitting hairy ortholog is elsewhere in the mosquito genome, the gene is most likely 
a dpn ortholog. B) Alignment between A.g.Mβ and D.m.Mβ shows good conservation within the bHLH and the orange domains 
(marked) as well as the WRPW motif at the C-terminus. Identical residues are marked in blue; red shows highly related and 
yellow similar residues.
A
B
1                                                   50                                                    100 
A.g.ME    MVSESAGING KLQASLEPLS RTYQYRKVMK PMLERKRRAR INRCLDELKE LMVSALQSEG ENVAKLEKAD ILELTVRHLH KLRRQQRL.. .........A 
D.m.ME    MVLEME.... ........MS KTYQYRKVMK PMLERKRRAR INKCLDELKD IMVECLTQEG EHITRLEKAD ILELTVEHMK KLRAQKQLRL SSVTGGVSPS 
          100                                                150                                                    200 
A.g.ME    ANPVLD.ADR FRAGFTHAAN EVSRCLASTP GVDIKLGTKL MTHLGHRLND LDKVSPLSVH VESSGSSSTG NSGSSRSPSP PISPFSAASS SSGDVPMYQM  
D.m.ME    ADPKLSIAES FRAGYVHAAN EVSKTLAAVP GVSVDLGTQL MSHLGHRLNY LQVVVP.... .......... ........SL PIG....... ....VPL.QA 
          201                                                250 
A.g.ME    PLTPQSYRSE ESGLLAPSTT PSPNPSECDD HHHHH.TGGL LKIQQSGESV WRPW 
D.m.ME    PV.......E DQAMVTPP.. ....PSECDS LESGACSPAP SEASSTSGPM WRPW 
0                    10                     20                 30                     110                 120                  130 kb
A.g.mD          A.g.mE                A.g.dpn
bHLH
orangeBMC Evolutionary Biology 2005, 5:67 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/5/67
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homology to Mβ and to Mα, respectively (Fig. 4A). The
relative transcription orientation (head to head) is the
same, suggesting that mβ and mα represent the ur-com-
plex (compare Figs. 1A, 2A, 4A). However, the situation in
honeybee is more complicated in several respects.
For example, the A.m.mα homolog is predicted to consist
of five exons that code for a protein with 402 residues.
This is considerably larger than the 138 residues of
D.m.Mα. Again, we propose a different gene structure
based on the analysis of the genomic DNA, where the
translation extends into the first postulated intron and
ends shortly afterwards. The encoded protein than con-
sists of only 168 amino acids and terminates with residues
that are very similar to the Mα Drosophila homolog (M Q
V A) (Fig. 3A). Moreover, it shows the typical amphipathic
α-helix domain in the N-terminal part (Fig. 3B). The other
motifs are also conserved, the extreme C-terminus is,
however, only similar (Fig. 3A). This protein shows also
high similarity to Drosophila Twin of m4 (Tom) that might
slightly exceed that to D.m.Mα depending on the param-
eters used. As in mosquito, no other Brd-like protein was
found in the honeybee database such that a Brd-complex
seems non-existent, unlike in Drosophilids [33].
The Apis database annotates a single intron for the A.m.mβ
gene that conforms to the GT AG rule. This is in contrast
to all the Drosophila E(spl) bHLH genes that are intronless.
Moreover, there are several possible start sites and it
remains unclear which one is used. In D. melanogaster,
there are other bHLH-WRPW encoding genes that contain
introns, like deadpan (dpn) or Side. However, the respec-
tive protein sequences do not align well with A.m.Mβ, and
the Apis  genome contains predicted orthologs to these
genes at other locations (see below). The A.m.Mβ protein
is also highly similar to melanogaster Mγ with 72.3 versus
77.7% similarity and 65 versus 67.5% identity compared
to D.m.Mβ (Fig. 4B). These differences are extremely
small. In fact, the Apis database proposes this gene as mγ
based on the similarity within the bHLH domain. How-
ever, we used for our comparison the entire protein
sequences and calculated identity overall. Moreover,
based on the E(spl)-C structure in Anopheles, we favour the
hypothesis that mβ is the ancestral gene.
Within the ~250 kb contig (GroupUn. 159), there are two
further stretches that might encode E(spl) type bHLH pro-
teins. One is located about 150 kb apart. This gene con-
tains no introns and the encoded protein shows
homology to both Mβ and Mγ. In this case, the similarity
seems slightly higher to Mγ than to Mβ (72.2 vs. 69.3%
similarity and 66 vs. 62.7% identity). Therefore, we call
the gene A.m.mγ (Fig. 4A,B). Both FlyBase and BlastN give
a higher score to D. melanogaster Mβ than to Mγ. Presum-
ably, both use similar paradigms based on an alignment
of only the best conserved sequences, whereas we used
less stringent parameters (see Methods) to allow an align-
ment of the complete sequences. As to be expected, the
two E(spl) honeybee proteins A.m.Mβ and A.m.Mγ are
highly related to each other with a similarity of 73% and
an identity of 67%. Interestingly, this numbers are very
similar to those from a likewise comparison of the D. mel-
anogaster Mβ and Mγ homologs (Table 1).
Another 50 kb further up at position 50 (Fig. 4A), we
found a short alignment to the E(spl) bHLH domain.
However, there was no predicted gene, nor a start codon,
nor a WRPW motif. Nearby at position ~46 kb there is an
open reading frame of 133 residues split by one intron
that belongs to a predicted database gene consisting of
five exons (GENSCAN00000025907; black in Fig. 4C).
However, lacking any similarity to known genes of Apis or
other species, this gene remained without functional pre-
diction in the Apis database. In agreement, our searches in
the FlyBase did not detect any similar sequences. How-
ever, we predict an E(spl) bHLH-type protein encoded by
this gene region: extension of the open reading frame into
the adjacent intron ends in WRPW (Fig. 4C, blue exons).
The bHLH encoding sequences (purple in Fig. 4C) are
located within the second predicted intron of the putative
gene shown in black. There are respective exon/intron
boundary consensus sequences to allow for a single tran-
script that contains the bHLH domain, an orange domain
and ends with the WRPW motif (Fig. 4C). This third E(spl)
Table 1: Identity matrix of E(spl) bHLH proteins in D. melanogaster (% similarity/identity)
Mβ Mδ M8 M7 M5 M3 Ø
Mγ 75/68 68/59 69/57 75/67 72/61 74/64 72/63
Mβ 67/56 70/61 75/68 71/60 80/71 73/64
Mδ 64/50 67/59 65/50 67/53 66/55
M8 67/59 80/73 63/50 69/58
M7 67/61 70/61 70/63
M5 66/57 70/60
M3 70/59
Ø = average similarity/identity (%) of one bHLH member if compared to all othersBMC Evolutionary Biology 2005, 5:67 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/5/67
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bHLH gene would comprise five exons. In fact, in the
update May 2005 of the Ensembl honeybee database, the
Ensembl automatic analysis pipeline predicts a very simi-
lar protein, however, with a different N-terminus and
slightly smaller third and fourth exons. This gene than
consists of four exons which would be similar to D. mela-
nogaster hairy and dpn that contain two introns. However,
the encoded protein is most similar to the E(spl) protein
Mβ, so we call the gene A.m.mβ'. Since Apis hairy and dpn
are found elsewhere in the genome (see below), we pro-
pose that the E(spl)-C in Apis mellifera consists of the ur-
complex plus two further E(spl) bHLH genes most closely
related to mγ and mβ. No other genes of the Drosophila
E(spl)-C are present in that of the honeybee. We find a
highly conserved Groucho ortholog, however, at a com-
pletely different position in the genome.
Conservation of other Hairy/E(spl)-like proteins known 
from Drosophila
In total, 12 genes are known in D. melanogaster to encode
Hairy/E(spl)-like proteins, i.e. bHLH proteins that also
have the orange domain and a WRPW-type Gro-binding
motif (see Table 2). Apart from the seven E(spl) bHLH
proteins, these include Hairy, Deadpan, Side, Hey and
Conservation of the Brd-family member Mα Figure 3
Conservation of the Brd-family member Mα. A) Alignment of the presumptive Mα proteins of D. melanogaster, A. mellif-
era and A. gambiae. Although the alignment reveals not much identity (blue), the postulated features that typify Brd-proteins are 
present [14]. Red, highly related and yellow, similar residues. B) Mα contains a typcial amphipathic α-helix with high concentra-
tion of lysine (K) and arginine (R) residues on one side of the wheel (red).
A
     1                                                   50                                                    100 
A.g.MD  MHSYAVNNAA NLAVCNSNNS INENRYNSEK LAK.SSAVYR LKKILKPLVT LLKSNKSNKS PAKSCHHAQV DQRRSIISYI DDYDCDYDNS ANERLEAELV 
A.m.MD  MAAATMSHVF .....DYENE LNDNLYNLKM SGKGSTTPKR VRGVLRPILR LLK.KRTSRG KVGGKGQKAM PQVEIFTEEV DN.....QNN ANEALERRLL 
D.m.MD  MCQQVVVVA. .....NTNNK MK........ ......TSYS IKQVLKTLFK KQQ.KQQQKP QGSLESLESV DNLRN..AQV EE...AYYAE IDENAANEKL 
        101                                     150                                              184 
A.g.MD  AELEQCHATD AAILVLEEQQ LRLQPVLPEE LYVPVHFART EAGTFFWTTM PAREVDEDLI QPAHCYSEEK QYAQQAYADR WAQA 
A.m.MD  AELQDAEEGA AITVCLDGQ. MTVVPVVPGQ CYVPVHFAHT HAGDFYWTTL .......SMT DSDLCY.KER AFSQHQTPEM .QVA 
D.m.MD  AQLAHSQEFE ....IVEEQ. .....EDEED VYVPVRFART TAGTFFWTTN LQPV...ASV EPAMCY.... ...SMQFQDR WAQA 
B
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The E(spl)-C in Apis mellifera Figure 4
The E(spl)-C in Apis mellifera. A) A genomic region spanning about 250 kb (GroupUn.159; numbers are correspondingly) 
contains 3 presumptive E(spl) bHLH genes and one mα related gene. The gene at position ~250 kb encodes a bHLH protein 
with best overall identity to D.m.Mβ. This gene is disrupted by an intron inside the bHLH domain (dash and red arrowhead in 
B). Close by, at position 220 kb a mα related coding region is found. Based on high similarity to D.m.Mα and its close neigh-
bourhood to A.m.mβ, we named it A.m.mα. A second intronless E(spl) like bHLH coding gene is located at position ~90 kb. We 
name it A.m.mγ since the encoded protein shows best overall identity to the D.m.Mγ. Approximately 50 kb away we detected 
sequences encoding an E(spl) like bHLH domain (A.m.Mβ') and a long open reading frame ending with a WRPW motif. The 
Ensembl honeybee database annotated a gene with five introns spanning 12 kb within this region but missed the respective 
motifs (GENSCAN00000025907). We propose a different gene structure; see Figure C for details. B) Alignment of the three 
putative honeybee bHLH proteins (A.m.Mβ', A.m.Mβ, A.m.Mγ) with D. melanogaster Mβ and Mγ proteins is shown. Identical 
residues are marked in blue; red shows highly related and yellow similar residues. Intron positions are marked with a triangle 
above and a dash in the respective A. mellifera sequence. C) Structure of the 12 kb GENSCAN00000025907 region. Black 
shows the Ensembl gene annotation, and blue the new ENSAPMG00000016895 annotation. Purple highlights a second exon 
that encodes part of the bHLH domain, the open reading frame extends into the predicted intron of GENSCAN00000025907 
and terminates with WRPW.
A
B
       1                                                   50                                                    100 
A.m.ME'   MSYE...... ....FPHPVS KTYRYKKITK PLLERKRRAR INKCLDELKN LMIDALETEG EDISKLEKAD ILELTVRHLQ RLQGSRSSTG HLLD...TAT 
A.m.ME  MQMHEQIMMV DG..QEQPIS RTYQYRKVMK PMLERKRRAR INRCLDELKD LMVTALAGDG ENVAKLEKAD ILELTVRHLH KLQRQQRLS. .......... 
A.m.MJ MAPHTSYTPV GGMEYEEPVS RTYQYRKVMK PMLERKRRAR INRCLDELKD LMVTALQAEG ENVAKLEKAD ILELTVRHLH TLRAARRLT. .......... 
D.m.ME MVL....... .....EMEMS KTYQYRKVMK PMLERKRRAR INKCLDELKD IMVECLTQEG EHITRLEKAD ILELTVEHMK KLRAQKQLRL SSVTGGVSPS 
D.m.MJ  MSSL...... ....QMSEMS KTYQYRKVMK PMLERKRRAR INKCLDELKD LMVATLESEG EHVTRLEKAD ILELTVTHLQ KMKQQRQHK. .......RAS 
            101                                                150                                                    200 
A.m.ME'   KSGEVSGENR WLSGFGHCAA EAYRFLSA.. VPGCNSGTNV E....NGEKL ER........ .........G CVSEM..... .......... ...SRDSKEG 
A.m.ME    .ANPVIDADR FRAGYTHCAN EVSRCLAA.. TPGVDVALGT KLMTHLGHKL NSMDKTGP.L TIHVAAPQSS PSSSSE.... ...LSSDEYS MPLTPASSQP 
A.m.MJ LTPENSYADR FREGFTQCAQ EVSSFLSTPV AAAVHPAAGA QLMRHLGGCL RRLEGTSSAA NLGTTTSNNN TTTTTAAAST TTVASSTSVS KTTPAVSPTA 
D.m.ME ADPKLSIAES FRAGYVHAAN EVSKTLAA.. VPGVSVDLGT QLMSHLGHRL NYLQVVVP.. SLPIGVPLQA PVEDQ..... .......... ...AMVTPPP 
D.m.MJ  GDESLTPAEG FRSGYIHAVN EVSRSLSQ.. LPGMNVSLGT QLMTHLGQRL NQIQPAEK.E VLPVTAPLSV HIANR..... ......DAYS VPISPISSYA 
            201                                   238 
A.m.ME'   QTEEKVKTEI KVEDEEEIDV ER.....VDD VDPMWRPW 
A.m.ME    SPVRTDIEGI SQSHQGLLQV AK.......P NEPIWRPW 
A.m.MJ NVMINVLQNV YTPPQSPVSV ASSSGESVES SNAVWRPW 
D.m.ME SECDSLESGA CSPAPSEASS T......... SGPMWRPW 
D.m.MJ  GSPNSNTSST SHSLLTTIDV TKMEDD.SED EENVWRPW 
C
orange
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Her [34]. Moreover, there is similarity to Stich1/Sticky
which has a bHLH and an orange domain but not the typ-
ical Gro-binding motif [35]. Since the number of E(spl)
bHLH genes is not conserved in honeybee and mosquito,
it was interesting to ask whether all the other genes were
present. We searched the Ensembl database with the
respective D. melanogaster protein sequences and found
orthologs of all genes except of Her in both species (see
Table 2). However, most of the predictions are incom-
plete. We know from D. melanogaster that these genes con-
tain introns, which complicates the search for potential
coding sequences within genomic DNA. Thus, our protein
sequence predictions are uncertain. With the sole excep-
tion of Dpn, all the proteins are better conserved between
Drosophila  and  Anopheles  than between Drosophila  and
Apis, confirming the evolutionary relationship. The best
conserved proteins are Hey and Hairy. The Hey orthologs
are 76% identical between Drosophila and Anopheles and
66% between Drosophila and Apis and the Hairy orthologs
between 72% and 65%, respectively. Less conservation is
found for Side, Dpn and Stich1 (62/57 Side, 57/59 Dpn
and 60/57 Stich1; % identity comparing fly with mos-
quito and honeybee, respectively). All proteins share the
bHLH and orange domains. The WRPW motif of Hairy,
Dpn and Side as well as the YRPW motif of Hey is present
in the orthologs.
The Achaete-Scute complex in Drosophilids
The Achaete-Scute complex (AS-C) is well conserved in D.
virilis: all four genes, achaete (ac), lethal of scute (l'sc), scute
(sc) and asense (ase) are found in the same order and ori-
entation on the X-chromosome (Fig. 5A). Like in D. mela-
nogaster, the genes are without introns. All proteins share
the typical bHLH motif of the AS-C  proteins and this
domain reveals the lowest evolutionary rate. However,
compared with the bHLH proteins of the E(spl)-C  the
bHLH proteins of the AS-C evolve faster. The complex can
be separated into two clusters that are distinguished by
their rate of conservation. On one hand, L'sc and Sc are
well conserved with an identity between D. melanogaster
and D. virilis of more than 75% and on the other hand Ac
and Ase with an identity of less than 69% (Fig. 5A). Note
that the highest divergence that was found between these
two species in the E(spl)-C was for M8 with still almost
81% identity.
Of the four AS-C gene members in D. melanogaster, ase
stands out because it is much larger than the other three.
In D. virilis, the size increase is even more striking: D.v.Ase
is predicted to comprise 619 residues, whereas D.m.Ase is
only 486 residues in length (Fig. 5B). This extension of
more than 20% additional residues is caused by multiple
insertions of repetitive sequences that code for poly-
glutamine (Q), poly-alanine (A) and poly-asparagine (N)
stretches (Fig. 5B). Like in D. melanogaster the unrelated
gene pepsinogen-like (pcl) is located between l'sc and ase
(Fig. 5A).
The AS-C in Anopheles gambiae
In the mosquito, we find only two potential achaete-scute
like genes that are in close neighbourhood of less than 30
kb. Interestingly, like in Drosophila they are located on the
X-chromosome. One of them encodes a protein that is
very similar to L'sc and Sc proteins not only within the
bHLH domain but also at the C-terminus (Fig. 6A). This is
not unexpected because the C-terminus is involved in
transcriptional activation as well binding of E(spl) bHLH
proteins [36]. The BestFit program gives a higher score to
L'sc (64% identity) than to Sc (57% identity). However,
closer inspection reveals that some protein regions are
more similar to D.m.Sc and others more to D.m.L'sc (Fig.
6A) suggesting common ancestry for this gene pair. The
Anopheles  data base predicts an intron, which however
retains the open reading frame. In fact, Wülbeck and
Simpson [37] cloned and sequenced the respective A.g.ash
cDNA and showed that it is intronless. We detected three
conservative amino acid exchanges between the pub-
lished A.g.Ash protein sequence and that obtained from
translating the database genomic DNA, namely at posi-
tion 8 (M-L), position 189 (T-S) and position 311 (Q-H).
The second presumptive gene has two predicted introns.
The derived amino acid sequence shares between 54%
and 57% identity with all four D. melanogaster AS-C pro-
teins. By searching the D. melanogaster genome with the
predicted protein sequence, the best hit was found to Ase
protein (Fig. 6B). Accordingly, the Anopheles database
defined it as ase homolog and so we named it A.g.ase. We
note, however, that a precise appointment is difficult
based on the lack of a significant similarity at the C-termi-
nus which normally allows the distinction between the
AS-C members.
The AS-C in honeybee
Like in the mosquito, the honeybee genome encodes only
two AS-C like proteins. The two transcription units are the
predicted Ensembl genes ENSAPMG00000003261 and
ENSAPMG00000003265 (Table 2). They are located in
the scaffold group 10.3 and are approximately 40 kb apart
from each other. The former encodes a protein that is
highly similar to the L'sc/Sc protein pair, so we named it
A.m.ash (Fig. 7A). In contrast to the Drosophila AS-C genes,
A.m.ash is predicted to contain a single intron which how-
ever, retains an open reading frame. Therefore, like in
mosquito the encoded protein could be significantly
larger. We thus aligned the protein sequences of A.m.Ash
with and without translation of the predicted intron with
D.m.L'sc (Fig. 7A). Since the open reading frame of the
presumptive intron is translated primarily into serine res-
idues, no alignment with the D.m.L'sc protein was possi-BMC Evolutionary Biology 2005, 5:67 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/5/67
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ble for this part, supporting the intron prediction. We
note that there are two more exon/intron boundary con-
sensus sequences within the predicted intron (arrows in
Fig. 7A). If these were used instead of the ones predicted,
the intron would be somewhat smaller and A.m.Ash
accordingly 25 amino acids larger. As shown in Fig. 7A,
the resultant protein would be more similar in size to mel-
anogaster L'sc protein and moreover, share additional sim-
ilarities in this part of the protein. The Apis database does
not provide a start for A.m.Ash, which we could deduce
however from the alignment with the D. melanogaster pro-
tein.
Interpretation of the second gene is much more difficult.
The annotation by Ensembl automatic pipeline using
GeneWise model based on either protein or aligned EST's
resulted in a coding sequence within a single exon that
lacked both start and stop codons, however, aligned well
with AS-C bHLH domains. We thus extended our studies
into the surrounding genomic DNA, where we detected
one further open reading frame. The deduced amino acid
sequence matched well with the N-terminal part of D. mel-
anogaster Ac and Ase proteins. However, the C-terminus
did not align convincingly (Fig. 7B/GW). Another gene
prediction using Chris Burge's Genscan program [38] gave
a transcript of 8 exons spanning over 8 kb of genomic
DNA. The translation gave a larger protein again without
start methionine that contained the single exon predicted
by the GenWise model (Fig. 7B/GS). Again there was very
little similarity in the C-terminal part of this and Dro-
sophila AS-C proteins (Fig 7B). Because Genscan could not
predict the protein start, we propose a combination of
both models with the N-terminus as shown in the
A.m.Ase/GW sequence and the C-terminus as in A.m.Ase/
GS that might, however, end shorter than shown in Fig.
7B.
The high divergence from the Drosophila AS-C proteins
renders precise predictions very difficult. In fact, under
standard conditions like FlyBase BlastN only parts of the
bHLH domain can be identified. Comparison with the D.
melanogaster AS-C proteins gave minimally different
scores, with the highest score found with D.m.Ac followed
by D.m.Ase, dependent on the parameters. For example,
the Apis database finds best scores with melanogaster Sc
and L'sc. We named this gene A.m.ase by its similarity
notably in the N-terminal part and based on the arrange-
ment of the mosquito AS-C.
Conservation of predicted regulatory elements in E(spl)-C 
and AS-C
Neurogenesis in Drosophila is subjected to various levels of
regulation. As described in the introduction, E(spl) bHLH
proteins repress proneural gene activity. Negative regula-
tion is brought about by repression of transcription as
well as at the protein level [36,39-42]. A further mode of
regulation involves RNA:RNA duplexes [43]. These are
formed by small sequence stretches located in the 3'
untranslated region (3' UTR) of the mRNAs of proneural
AS-C genes and different members of the E(spl)-C. For
example, l'sc mRNA contains so-called proneural boxes
(PB-box) (GGAAGAC) which bind to the GY-boxes
(GUCUUCC) of E(spl) m4 RNA [43]. We searched the
genomic sequences adjacent to the coding sequences for
respective regulatory elements and found them in D. viri-
lis: there are two PB boxes in D.v.l'sc and GY-boxes in the
3'UTR of the predicted virilis E(spl) genes m3, m4, m5 and
mγ just as in D. melanogaster and meanwhile published by
Lai et al. [33]. Moreover, it has been shown that E(spl)
genes are direct targets of the Notch signal involving the
DNA binding protein Su(H) [11,13,15,19]. Accordingly,
there are potential Su(H) binding sites (C/TGTGA/GGA)
in all D. melanogaster E(spl) genes including m2 and m6
[14,15], which are also present in the respective virilis
orthologs [44]. However, the predicted binding sites for
proneural bHLH activators (E box: GCAGGTG) [14] are
less well conserved during evolution. Whereas the D. viri-
lis m2 and m4 orthologs contain such a regulatory ele-
ment, we found no sequence fitting the E-box consensus
in either the D.v.m6 or D.v.mα sequence.
In mosquito and honeybee, regulatory elements of
RNA:RNA duplex-type were not detected. None of the two
AS-C genes of either Apis or Anopheles contained PB-box
like sequences in the 3' UTR, albeit the highly diverged
sequence and gene structure of A.g.ase does not allow to
definitely exclude their presence. Since there is no pre-
dicted m4 ortholog in Anopheles and Apis, we looked at the
3' end of the mα gene as the single Brd-family member.
However, in none of these gene sequences did we find GY
type boxes like in Drosophila. We note that some of the
predicted gene structures are still incomplete and a search
for small sequence stretches is notoriously difficult if one
allows for variations. Therefore, there is the formal possi-
bility that we have missed these sites.
Discussion
The Enhancer of split complex
Extensive genome analyses in the recent years revealed
that there are not many examples of large gene complexes
that are widely conserved. Prominent examples are the
HOX (homeobox) complexes, which contain homeotic
genes in Drosophila. HOX complexes are well conserved in
metazoans despite some variations in gene number.
HOX-genes encode regulatory proteins with specific indi-
vidual functions and mutations affect different aspects of
the body plan [45]. Not surprisingly, it is almost only the
homeodomain, which serves as sequence-specific DNA
binding motif that is conserved amongst different species
[46]. In contrast, similarity amongst bHLH proteinsBMC Evolutionary Biology 2005, 5:67 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/5/67
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encoded by the E(spl)-C extends over the entire length,
even within the same species indicating rather recent
duplication events. The D. melanogaster proteins M8/M5
and Mβ/M3 are most similar with over 70% identity,
whereas Mδ is the most diverged. However, Mδ still shares
at least 50% identity with other E(spl)  bHLH protein
members (see pair wise comparison in the identity matrix
of Mδ with M8, M5 and M3; Table 1). More interesting is
the analysis of the overall similarity amongst these pro-
teins. Here, any one of the proteins is compared with the
other six and the result is averaged. Clearly, Mβ (73/64%,
similarity/identity) closely followed by Mγ (72/63%) is
most similar to all others, whereas Mδ (66/55%) shows
the lowest values (Table 1). One interpretation might be
that the different bHLH genes evolved by duplication out
of  mβ  or  mγ. Remarkably, these two bHLH proteins
besides M3 are the best conserved in the three Drosophila
species (Fig. 1A). We would like to postulate that these are
the most ancient proteins with the most general function
and, therefore, the highest selection pressure. This
hypothesis is supported by the finding that mβ has the
most general expression pattern from which the others
can be derived by a decrease of gene activity [19]. The con-
spicuous conservation of M3 might hint to an important
function during egg development as this gene is expressed
also maternally [17,22]. The high degree of conservation
of all E(spl) bHLH orthologous proteins in Drosophilids,
which is clearly higher than the similarity within this pro-
tein family in D. melanogaster, indicates specific and non-
redundant roles during development (see also [23]).
Some of these functions have been identified in the past
[19,39]. It is conceivable that regulatory sequences were
not duplicated or evolved more rapidly so that we now
find highly dynamic expression patterns of these genes.
The ancestral E(spl)-C is composed of mβ and mα
As outlined above, mβ appears to be the ancestral bHLH
gene of the E(spl)-C in Drosophilids based on its great
Table 2: Gene annotation used by the respective databases
D. melanogaster D. pseudoobscura 
(contig 4374 Contig 4847)
D. virilis Apis mellifera Anopheles gambiae
D.m. mδ (CG8328) D.p. mδ (178 652-178 089) D.v. mδ --
D.m. mγ (CG8333) D.p. mγ (175 594-174 953) D.v. mγ A.m. mγ (ENSAPMG0000004887) -
D.m. mβ (CG14548) D.p. mβ (169 335–169 934) D.v. mβ A.m. mβ (ENSAPMG0000004881) A.g. mβ (ENSANGG00000017601)
D.m. mα (CG8337) D.p. mα (163 786-163 358) D.v. mα A.m. mα (GENSCAN0000001764) A.g. mα (SNA00000011401)
D.m. m1 (CG8342) D.p. m1 (158 207–158 734) D.v. m1 --
D.m. m2 (CG6104) D.p. m2 (157 012–157 407) D.v. m2 --
D.m. m3 (CG8346) D.p. m3 (151 792-151 136) D.v. m3 --
D.m. m4 (CG6099) D.p. m4 (149 049–149 516) D.v. m4 --
D.m. m5 (CG6096) D.p. m5 (142 321–142 881) D.v. m5 --
D.m. m6 (CG8354) D.p. m6 (137 883-137 656) D.v. m6 --
D.m. m7 (CG8361) D.p. m7 (134 008-133 391) D.v. m7 --
D.m. m8 (CG8365) D.p. m8 (130 185-129 628) D.v. m8 --
D.m. gro (CG8384) D.p.gro (148 473-117 489) D.v. gro --
A.m. mβ' (ENSAPMG00000016895)
D.m. stich1 (CG17100) not analysed not analysed A.m. stich1 
(ENSAPMG00000005857)
A.g. stich1 (ENSANGG00000016365)
D.m. side (CG10446) not analysed not analysed A.m. side (ENSAPMG0000000088) A.g. side (ENSANGG00000014329)
D.m. dpn (CG8704) not analysed not analysed A.m. dpn (ENSAPMG00000004551) A.g. dpn (ENSANGG00000017548)
D.m. Hey (CG11194) not analysed not analysed A.m. Hey (ENSAPMG0000000726) A.g. Hey (ENSANGG00000021744)
D.m. Her (CG5927) not analysed not analysed - -
D.m. h (CG6494) not analysed not analysed A.m. h (ENSAPMG00000004545) A.g. h (ENSANGG00000018369)
D.m. ac (CG3796) not analysed D.v. ac --
D.m. sc (CG3827) not analysed D.v. sc --
D.m. l'sc (CG3839) not analysed D.v. l'sc A.m. ash (ENSAPMG00000003261) A.g. ash 
(ENSANGG00000010650(Q95VY6)
D.m. ase (CG3258) not analysed D.v. ase A.m. ase (ENSAPMG00000003265) A.g. ase (ENSANGG00000015341)
D.m. da (CG5102) not analysed not analysed A.m. da (ENSAPMP00000005673) A.g. da (ENSANGEST00000361691/
SNAP000000012539)
D.m. Ocho (CG5138) not analysed not analysed - -
D.m. Tom (CG5185) not analysed not analysed - -
D.m. Brd (CG3096) not analysed not analysed - -
(-, not found)BMC Evolutionary Biology 2005, 5:67 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/5/67
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The AS-C of D. virilis Figure 5
The AS-C of D. virilis. A) The AS-C is highly conserved between D. melanogaster and D. virilis concerning gene number, tran-
script orientation and overall size. At the protein level (% identity) the best conservation is found between the Sc and L'sc 
orthologs. However, the conservation rate is lower compared with the E(spl) bHLH proteins (see Fig. 1). The pcl gene, 
although only 50.4% identical, is found between l'sc and ase. Because of gaps in the genomic virilis sequence, a scheme of the D. 
melanogaster complex is shown. B) Alignment of the Ase protein orthologs of D. melanogaster and D. virilis. Note the extension 
of the D.v.Ase protein by repetitive amino acid stretches composed of poly N, poly Q and poly A. The best conservation is 
found within the bHLH domain (purple). Identical residues are marked in blue; red shows highly related and yellow similar res-
idues.
A
01 0        20 30      40      506 0       70       80 90 100kb
ac                     sc         l’sc                      pcl                              ase
67.3%               75.2%   76.2%                 50.4%                       68.5%
                          identity between   and  D. melanogaster D. virilis
B
         1                                                   50                                                    100 
D.m.Ase  MAALSFSPSP PP...KENPK ENP....... ...NPGIKTT L.....KPFG KITVHNVLSE SGANALQQHI ANQNTIIRKI RDFGMLGAVQ SAAASTTNTT 
D.v.Ase  MAALSFSPSP PPPKSNSSSK ENAASNQLKS SARSSGAVTP LGGSSSKAFT KITVNNVLSE SGANALQQHI SNSNTIIRKI KDFGMLGAAA AAATATAGTA 
         101                                                150                                                    200 
D.m.Ase  PISSQRKRPL GESQKQNRHN QQNQQLSKTS VPAKKCKTNK KLA....... .VERPPKAGT ISHPHKSQSD QSFGTPGRKG LPLPQAVARR NARERNRVKQ 
D.v.Ase  L...SRKRPL AETR...CPN IENKPFGAVS AAGKRSKLTK KQPKQSQSQC QVEEQQLPAA KCLAELVQRA GGTGTPGRKG LPLPQAVARR NARERNRVKQ 
         201                                                250                                                    300 
D.m.Ase  VNNGFALLRE KIPEEVSEAF EAQGAGRGAS KKL.SKVETL RMAVEYIRSL EKLLGFDFPP LNS....... ........QG NSSGSGDDSF MFIKDEFDCL 
D.v.Ase  VNNGFAALRE RIPDEISEAF EAQGAGRGAS KKLSSKVETL RMAVEYIRSL ERLLGFDFPP LSAAAAAAAA AAAAAAGCNS NSESSGDDSY MFIKDEFDGL 
         301                                                350                                                    400 
D.m.Ase  DEHFDDSLSN YEMDEQQTVQ QTLSEDMLNP PQASD.LLPS LTTLNGLQYI RIPGTNTYQL LTTDLL.... ..GDLSHEQK LEETAAS... .......... 
D.v.Ase  DEQFDETLSN YELEESMCMQ EQLQLEQQQQ QLPEELLLPN VTTLNGLQYV RIAGTSTYQL LTPDMLQRQD SSGREEDEQH LNALIDTNCS SNSPTIAAAA 
         401                                                450                                                    500 
D.m.Ase  .......... ...GQLSRSP VP........ .......... QKVVRSPCS. .......... ....SPVSPV ASTELLLQTQ TCAT...... ..PLQQQVIK 
D.v.Ase  AALSNGGECV KFGSSLTREP VPTAAATTTS RSTSPATTTT TTTTRGSSSM HQPPGEDDAA AVAVSPVAVA VANELLL..Q ACAAQQQQQQ QQQQQQQLIK 
         501                                                550                                                    600 
D.m.Ase  QEYVSTNI.. .......... .SSSSNAQTS PQQQ...... ....QQVQNL GSSPILPAFY DQEPVSFYDN VV..LPGFKK EFSDILQQDQ PNNTTAGCLS 
D.v.Ase  QEYSEGDFVH VTSNNNNNNN SSSNNSSNSS PPAINRSNNN NNNYQQQQLL CAGSLLPPFY DQETASFYDN VVVGLPSFKK EFHDVL.QDQ ATNNASVCLS 
         601                        628 
D.m.Ase  DESMIDAIDW WEAHAPKSNG ACTNLS.V 
D.v.Ase  DESMIDAIDW WEAHTPKSDA AAGAVAGI 
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The AS-C in A. gambiae Figure 6
The AS-C in A. gambiae. A) Alignment of the achaete-scute homologous protein of A. gambiae (A.g.Ash; [36]) with mela-
nogaster L'sc and Sc proteins. Note the high conservation of the bHLH domain (purple) and the very C-terminus. Comparison 
over the entire length gives a higher identity score to D.m.L'sc, however, the alignment shows also regions that are more sim-
ilar to D.m.Sc. B) Alignment of the neighbouring bHLH gene product from A. gambiae with D. melanogaster Ase. The alignment 
is shown to A.g.Ase/i (database predicted version without intron) and A.g.Ase (second intron translated). The second pre-
dicted intron comprises almost 2.5 kb and ends with an exon translated into five residues (CSPTH; in A.g.Ase/i). Translation 
into this intron leads to A.g.Ase that is similar in size and in its terminus to D.m.Ase. Highest conservation is found in the 
bHLH domain (purple). Identical residues are marked in blue; red shows highly related and yellow similar residues.
A
          1                                                   50                                                    100 
A.g.Ash   MAAAVRSMAL SQNLHNIMPG NCGLALQQKP IGSG...QLT SSSAASLLGK QRPLAPAPTV LGGHRANAKL PGAGPIVSSS SGSGNSSKKY AYCGLPYATP 
D.m.L’sc  MTSICSSK.. FQQQHYQLTN SNIFLLQHQ. .......HHH QTQQHQLIAP KIPLGTSQLQ ...NMQQSQQ SNVGPMLSS. .....QKKKF NYNNMPY..G 
D.m.Sc    MKNNNNTTKS TTMSSSVLST NETFPTTINS ATKIFRYQHI MPAPSPLIPG GNQNQPAGTM ...PIKTRKY TPRGMALTRC SESV.SSLSP GSSPAPY.NV 
          101                                                150                                                    200 
A.g.Ash   QQSASVQRRN ARERNRVKQV NNGFANLRQH IPSTVVTALT N.GARGANKK LSKVDTLRLA VEYIRSLQRM LDE.NGG... ELPSNKQQQQ LTSASSTNQL 
D.m.L’sc  EQLPSVARRN ARERNRVKQV NNGFVNLRQH LPQTVVNSLS N.GGRGSSKK LSKVDTLRIA VEYIRGLQDM LDD....... GTASSTRHIY NSADESSND. 
D.m.Sc    DQSQSVQRRN ARERNRVKQV NNSFARLRQH IPQSIITDLT KGGGRGPHKK ISKVDTLRIA VEYIRRLQDL VDDLNGGSNI GANNAVTQLQ LCLDESSSHS 
          201                                                250                                                    300 
A.g.Ash   SNSSLCSASS GSSTYYGTMS EPSNASSPAP SHLSDHSSHG GTSGGGGCYA PIAGGFKHEP YDIYV..... .DPSSSPTPS FGSDHGIGGV TSSSVHLHTG 
D.m.L’sc  ........GS SYNDY..... ...NDSLDSS QQF....... .......... .LTGATQSAQ SHSY...... ..HSASPTPS YSGS...... .....EISGG 
D.m.Sc    SSSSTCS.SS GHNTYY..QN TISVSPLQQQ QQLQRQQFNH QPLTALSLNT NLVGTSVPGG DAGCVSTSKN QQTCHSPTSS FNSS...... ....MSFDSG 
          301                                                350                                    385 
A.g.Ash   GHSTVLGSAT DNNNYILAQQ QQQQQHHHQH QPQQQHQQQY HSHPHHTPVQ FKTELHDNTQ YDEELSPQNP DDEELLDYIS WWQQQ 
D.m.L’sc  GY........ .......... .......... .....IKQEL QEQ......D LKFDSFDS.. FSDE....QP DDEELLDYIS SWQEQ 
D.m.Sc    TYEGV..... .......... ..PQQISTHL DRLDHLDNEL HTHSQ...LQ LKFEPYEHFQ LDEEDC..TP DDEEILDYIS LWQEQ 
B
          1                                                   50                                                    100 
A.g.Ase   MVV....... ....TMRDLP AGPLKRKL.P LGNYVSADNV LPPAVT.... .......... .....IATLA .......... .......... .......... 
A.g.Ase/i MVV....... ....TMRDLP AGPLKRKL.P LGNYVSADNV LPPAVT.... .......... .....IATLA .......... .......... .......... 
D.m.Ase   MAALSFSPSP PPKENPKENP NPGIKTTLKP FGK.ITVHNV LSESGANALQ QHIANQNTII RKIRDFGMLG AVQSAAASTT NTTPISSQRK RPLGESQKQN 
          101                                                150                                                    200 
A.g.Ase   .......... .......... ..KQLAGAGP P..AGLGLPG RKRSSEP... ..RTAVS... AVERRNARER NRVQQVNNGF AALRQRIPDE IADAFEAGTT
A.g.Ase/i .......... .......... ..KQLAGAGP P..AGLGLPG RKRSSEP... ..RTAVS... AVERRNARER NRVQQVNNGF AALRQRIPDE IADAFEAGTT 
D.m.Ase   RHNQQNQQLS KTSVPAKKCK TNKKLAVERP PKAGTISHPH KSQSDQSFGT PGRKGLPLPQ AVARRNARER NRVKQVNNGF ALLREKIPEE VSEAFEAQGA 
          201                                                250                                                    300 
A.g.Ase   ARGVHKKLSK VETLRMAVEY IKSLERL... ....LEQSGT AAGRLPAAFP PVDTPETQLP ATPPPEPAGQ TGSNFFLAIK PRTD..LAGG NV.PAGSAE. 
A.g.Ase/i ARGVHKKLSK VETLRMAVEY IKSLERL... ....LEQSGT AAGRLPAAFP PVDTPETQLP ATPPPEPAGQ TGSNFFLAIK PRTD..LAGG NV.PAGSAE. 
D.m.Ase   GRGASKKLSK VETLRMAVEY IRSLEKLLGF DFPPLNSQGN SSGSGDDSFM FIKDEFDCL. ....DEHFDD SLSNYEMDEQ QTVQQTLSED MLNPPQASDL 
          301                                                350                                                    400 
A.g.Ase   .TQITIINGH QYMRIPGTNT FQYLDPG... ......RLHD EEDSGSVGRT E.PPRSGR.. .......... .......... .........H HNF.....TL 
A.g.Ase/i .TQITIINGH QYMRIPGTNT FQYLDPG... ......RLHD EEDSGSVGRT E.PPRSGR.. .......... .......... .........H HNF.....TL 
D.m.Ase   LPSLTTLNGL QYIRIPGTNT YQLLTTDLLG DLSHEQKLEE TAASGQLSRS PVPQKVVRSP CSSPVSPVAS TELLLQTQTC ATPLQQQVIK QEYVSTNISS 
          401                                                450                                               495 
A.g.Ase   EPDTDSKRDV DSLYQSLVAQ PDGGVFDQQQ ....YDDLML ..IKSE.... LQDEADLAED ASFLSWFEAN QQLQLQQQLQ QHLQQQLHSQ PGLLD 
A.g.Ase/i EPDTDSKRDV DSLYQSLVAQ PDGGVFDQQQ ....YDDLML ..IKSE.... LQDEADLAED ASFLS..... .......... .......... CSPTH 
D.m.Ase   SSNAQTSPQQ QQQVQNLGSS PILPAFYDQE PVSFYDNVVL PGFKKEFSDI LQQDQPNNTT AGCLS...DE SMIDAIDWWE AHAPKSNGAC TNLSV 
bHLH
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The AS-C in A. mellifera Figure 7
The AS-C in A. mellifera. A) Comparison of D.m.L'sc with the predicted A.m.Ash protein. Two forms were compared, with-
out intron sequence, A.m.Ash/i, and with translated intron, A.m.Ash. Arrows mark additional splice consensus sites. B) Within 
40 kb of A.m.ash, there is a second potential gene encoding a widely diverged bHLH protein. Two different programs were 
used for gene prediction that gives A.m.Ase/GS (Chris Burge's Genscan program) and A.m.Ase/GW (GeneWise model); both 
predicted proteins were aligned with D.m.Ase. Decent conservation is only found in the putative bHLH domains (purple). Iden-
tical residues are marked in blue; red shows highly related and yellow similar residues.
A
           1                                                   50                                                    100 
A.m.Ash    MTLVGSAKEG ISSRALPVML SVQHHHHHHH HHHPNHLHHH SVGSSAAAGQ SHARGNVIVS AAGTAQQSGG GGGGGGGDIG KIQQHGCKRS KIYGQGGGPY 
A.m.Ash/i  MTLVGSAKEG ISSRALPVML SVQHHHHHHH HHHPNHLHHH SVGSSAAAGQ SHARGNVIVS AAGTAQQSGG GGGGGGGDIG KIQQHGCKRS KIYGQGGGPY 
D.m.L´sc   MTSICSSKFQ QQHYQLTNSN IFLLQHQHHH QTQQHQL... .IAPKIPLGT SQ......LQ NMQQSQQS.. .......NVG PML...SSQK KKFNYNNMPY 
           101                                                150                                                    200 
A.m.Ash    GTVPHQPASV ARRNARERNR VKQVNNGFAT LRQHIPQSVA QALGGSTAGT HGGSRAGSKK LSKVETLRMA VEYIRSLQRL LEEHDTGSDV ASVSSPTSSS 
A.m.Ash/i  GTVPHQPASV ARRNARERNR VKQVNNGFAT LRQHIPQSVA QALGGSTAGT HGGSRAGSKK LSKVETLRMA VEYIRSLQRL LEEHDTGSDV ASV....... 
D.m.L´sc   G...EQLPSV ARRNARERNR VKQVNNGFVN LRQHLPQTVV NSLS...... .NGGRGSSKK LSKVDTLRIA VEYIRGLQDM LDD.GTASST RHIY...... 
           201                                                250                                                    300 
A.m.Ash    SSSSSSSSSS SPPSSASSTC SSTNGIGVEA SALRHSSPEL RLRGNGNAGS GNNNNNNSNG GNNNNNNNNN EIRHHADLHR HQHLRQNPSP TFVPCSEASS 
A.m.Ash/i  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .....QNPSP TFVPCSEASS 
D.m.L´sc   .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .NSADESSND GSSYNDYNDS .......LDS SQQFLTGATQ SAQSHSYHSA 
           301                                                350     357 
A.m.Ash    SPTPSFVSEA SSAGSQGYAT SATLYAPHS. DGYDNYEPMS PEDEELLDVI SWWQQSQ 
A.m.Ash/i  SPTPSFVSEA SSAGSQGYAT SATLYAPHS. DGYDNYEPMS PEDEELLDVI SWWQQSQ 
D.m.L´sc   SPTPSYSGSE ISGG..GYIK QELQEQDLKF DSFDSFSDEQ PDDEELLDYI SSWQE.Q 
B
            1                                                   50                                                    100 
A.m.Ash/GW  M......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ....TTMGVT 
A.m.Ase/GS  LREKVTDDGY REEHVGYGVE ETSLTNRNSD PVIVSDCPLD PIDRIPQPRL KRETKKKNVI RECVYFVQYL YLVTLKKFHA ERLLRVPFEK KERKTDENRV 
D.m.Ase     M......... ..AALSFSPS PPPKENPKEN PNPGIKTTLK PFGKITVHNV LSESGANALQ QHIA..NQNT IIRKIRDFG. ...MLGAVQS AAASTTNTTP 
            101                                                150                                                    200 
A.m.Ash/GW  VFCNR..... .......... .......... .......... .VQINGNDQE QLMLLRTLQD NESNIIGNQS HLIVPKNNNN GGVS.ANSAT VLPPYDPSRL 
A.m.Ase/GS  GFCQRSFRSH RRVQRVARFP ARPLKTKTPD HDDYDGRYGI LVQINGNDQE QLMLLRTLQD NESNIIGNQS HLIVPKNNNN GGVS.ANSAT VLPPYDPSRL 
D.m.Ase     ISSQRK.... .......... .RPLGESQ.. .......... .KQNRHNQQN QQLSKTSVPA KKCK...TNK KLAVERPPKA GTISHPHKSQ SDQSFGTP.. 
            201                                                250                                                    300 
A.m.Ash/GW  KKHGKNGQPP PVAVARRNAR ERNRVKQVNN GFATLRQHIP SHIAAGYGDR G......KKL SKVETLRMAV EYIRGLQRLL AEADGVEYDS AGSVAATQRV 
A.m.Ase/GS  KKHGKNGQPP PVAVARRNAR ERNRVKQVNN GFATLRQHIP SHIAAGYGDR G......KKL SKVETLRMAV EYIRGLQRLL AEADGVEYDS AGSVAATQRV 
D.m.Ase     ...GRKGLPL PQAVARRNAR ERNRVKQVNN GFALLREKIP EEVSEAFEAQ GAGRGASKKL SKVETLRMAV EYIRSLEKLL ....GFDFPP LNSQGNSSGS 
            301                                                350                                                    400 
A.m.Ash/GW  PSPTSSIVSS SHNGSGERLA LEDDILAAED EDGEQLEEDE EVGKRKNTCS K~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
A.m.Ase/GS  PSPTSSIVSS SHNGSGERLA LEDDILAAED EDGEQLEEDE EVGKRKNTCS KLSPNRTAAI PSPHDYYASS IGDEENLEPR TTLSSSNAQN FSRLSPNSVA 
D.m.Ase     GDDSFMFIKD EFDCLDEHFD DSLSNYEMDE QQTVQQTLSE DMLNPPQASD LLP....... .......... .......... .SLTTLNGLQ YIRI...... 
            401                                                450                                                    500 
A.m.Ash/GW  ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
A.m.Ase/GS  SPPSEYYGQN EENLEPQILS PYSGGGDSEE GAATVYAASP ETFSGALYYK QEITESGEFM DVVSWWEQEQ GRLVHQQHTQ RLTHDNDDER HDIGTGWGEL 
D.m.Ase     .PGTNTY... .QLLTTDLL. .......... .......... ....GDLSHE QKLEETA... ........AS GQLSRSPVPQ KVVRSPCSSP VSPVAS.TEL 
            501                                                550                                                    600 
A.m.Ash/GW  ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
A.m.Ase/GS  HVRGRGSAAI NDTMETREAR YSFTFTKVEA IKRASLPPKG GVKRFLAREN VNE..SGRVI PDNYKKLNCV VKRNGCKVHA GPLFFFSFDL VREEQKNLKV 
D.m.Ase     LLQTQTCAT. ..PLQQQVIK QEYVSTNISS SSNAQTSPQ. ......QQQQ VQNLGSSPIL PAFYDQ.... .......... EPVSF..... .......... 
            601                                                650                                                    700 
A.m.Ash/GW  ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
A.m.Ase/GS  NKDLFPDRWW MRYNGQVVYT ENSLPSLGRI TGTEYAEITF IRNKSHGGEF RGIRTFVAET RIPRFVHDDL AERRVVSGRN FSSGSLRLTD NQYLPRKVLS 
D.m.Ase     .......... ........YD NVVLPGFKK. ...EFSDI.. LQQDQPNNTT AG..CLSDES MI......DA IDWWEAHAPK SNGACTNLS. .......... 
            701           716 
A.m.Ash/GW  ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ 
A.m.Ase/GS  QKMALPSVFT LAPWIL 
D.m.Ase     .......... .....V 
bHLH
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similarity with all the other bHLH proteins. This assump-
tion is strongly supported by the sequence conservation of
the E(spl) bHLH proteins in A. gambiae and A. mellifera.
The single E(spl) bHLH protein encoded by the mosquito
genome has the highest identity to Mβ. The genome of
honeybee contains three prospective genes that encode
proteins most highly related to E(spl) D.m.Mβ and
D.m.Mγ. All three are clustered within a single sequence
contig, albeit they span a large segment of about 250 kb,
whereas the whole E(spl)-C in D. melanogaster comprises
roughly 50 kb. Despite the fact that two of these genes
possess introns just within the bHLH domain and at posi-
tions close to the ones found in the D. melanogaster genes
dpn, hairy or Her (Figs. 4, 8), the amino acid sequence sim-
ilarity classifies them clearly as E(spl) bHLH proteins. A
comparison of Anopheles and Apis proteins reveals, that
the presumptive Mβ homologs have highest similarity
(83%) and identity (76%), whereas the protein that we
classified as A.m.Mγ is just 70% similar and 66% identical
to A.g.Mβ.
In Drosophilids, mα is located close to mβ and is tran-
scribed in the opposite direction (head to head; Fig. 1A).
This arrangement is likewise found in Anopheles and Apis
(Figs. 2A, 4A). Notably, A.m.mα  is next to A.m.mβ,
whereas the two Apis A.m.mγ and A.m.mβ' genes are much
further apart (Fig. 4). We find this arrangement to be very
ancient. In the beetle Tribolium, which on the tree of evo-
lution is found even more deeply rooted (~300 Myr to
Dipterans [32]), two similar genes coding for Mβ-like pro-
teins (~65% and ~67% identity to D.m.Mβ) are found
and one is within ~18 kb to a gene coding for an Mα-like
protein (~52% identity to D.m.Mα) (unpublished data
derived from the Tribolium database). We postulate that
the ur-complex consisted of these two ancestral genes, mα
and mβ. It is intriguing that they belong to the two differ-
ent classes of Notch-responsive genes in the E(spl)-C, the
bHLH and the Brd-class. In the fly, mα and bHLH genes
are similarly expressed [14,15,22]. It is not unlikely that
they share common regulatory elements that could
explain their co-segregation in the process of evolution.
What about the third bHLH coding gene found in Apis,
A.m.mβ'? This gene may have derived by duplication of
A.m.mβ or of A.m.mγ. It is peculiar that this protein is
more similar to D. melanogaster Mβ protein than to either
A.m.Mβ or A.g.Mβ (see Table 3). In contrast, A.m.Mγ is
more similar to A.m.Mβ than to A.m.Mβ'. Furthermore
this gene has three introns; one of them is larger than 4 kb
reminiscent of Drosophila hairy or dpn intron sizes. We
think that it is unlikely that A.m.mβ' encodes one of the
other Hairy/E(spl)-type proteins since respective
orthologs were found in the A. mellifera genome with the
exception of Her, which seems also absent from the mos-
quito genome. However, there are similarities between
the A.m.Mβ' and D. melanogaster Her proteins, including
one intron which is at a similar position (Fig. 8B).
Although highly speculative, one might conclude that the
Drosophila Her gene originally derived from an ancient
E(spl) bHLH type gene. However, this speculation has to
be proved or disproved by further investigations. The fact
that the positions of the introns of Drosophila dpn and
hairy are identical and the introns in A.m.mγ and A.m.mβ'
are at very similar positions (Fig. 8) supports the notion of
a common ancestry of these genes.
The Achaete-Scute complex
Genes related to achaete or scute have been identified in a
large number of species, from hydra [47] to mouse [30],
and so we expect these also in the different insects. The
AS-C  was most intensely studied in various species of
Schizophora flies, apart from Drosophila [28,37,48-53]. The
number of genes varies between one and four, however, is
not strictly correlated with the position in the phyloge-
netic tree. For example, AS-C of Calliphora vicina contains
three genes, whereas other dipteran flies like Drosophila
contain four. Two genes are found in the branchiopod
crustacean Triops longicaudatus [54] and only one in hydra
[47]. In Dipteran flies the expression patterns of the
proneural genes are largely varied. This is regulated by
positional information through the Iroquois Complex and
pannier  and in addition by a transcriptional feed-back
loop involving AS-C proteins. Eventually, neural precur-
sors are selected by the repressive activity of E(spl) bHLH
proteins [55,56]. Thereby, location and number of the
large bristles on the notum is precisely controlled. The
mosquito is covered with rows of large sensory bristle,
where number and position varies between individuals
[57]. This is in accordance with the fact that there is only
one scute-like gene, A.g.ash that is expressed all over the
presumptive notum in a modular pattern [37]. Recently it
was shown that the Anopheles A.g.ash gene can mimic the
endogenous  Drosophila  genes and that overexpression
leads to many ectopic bristles [37].
Albeit the bristle pattern on the notum of different Dro-
sophilids varies slightly, bristle number and position is
highly stereotyped [58]. Therefore, it is not surprising to
find the AS-C highly conserved within Drosophilids. Yet,
the rate of change came unexpected and is quite remarka-
ble outside of the bHLH domain. Compared to E(spl)
bHLH proteins, those encoded by AS-C have a rather low
degree of similarity, most notably Ac. In fact, the big flesh
fly Calliphora vicina, which like Drosophila belongs to the
Schizophora, is totally lacking the ac gene and is covered
with bristles [51]. In agreement, we were unable to find ac
in Anopheles or Apis, arguing for rapid evolution. The best
conservation rate is found in Sc and L'sc suggesting high
evolutionary pressure and maybe common ancestry. Not
only the bHLH domain, but also two small stretches out-BMC Evolutionary Biology 2005, 5:67 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/5/67
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Comparison of A.m.Mβ' with Dpn, Hairy and Her proteins Figure 8
Comparison of A.m.Mβ' with Dpn, Hairy and Her proteins. A) Comparison of A.m.Mβ' with A.m.Dpn, A.m.H, 
D.m.Dpn and D.m.H. The A.m.Mβ' protein belongs to the E(spl)-C, however, has several introns (triangle on top, vertical 
dashes within sequence). Two of the introns are within the bHLH domain at similar position as in D. melanogaster hairy or dpn 
genes. The bHLH domain is indicated in purple. B) Alignment of D. melanogaster er Hwith A m.Mβ' protein. Her has only one 
intron, however, at very similar position as the second intron of A.m.Mβ'. Introns are marked with triangles.
A
          1                                                   50                 100 
A.m.ME’  MS..YEF... .......... .......... ...PHPVSKT YR..YKK... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..........  
A.m.Dpn   MVDYYNYKMS GSEE...... ........EL ESHAQGMTKA EL....R... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 
A.m.H     MV..TGVGAT MPTGGVTVGA TPPAQHVPQE AGQPPAQTTT TTTTTRRSGE NRRVSVFERN LTEEYMFNLL PLKRMGSKVR SKSRRVSSIF FEILSDRDRL 
D.m.Dpn   MD..YKNDIN SDDDFDCSNG YSDSYGSNGR MSNPNGLSKA EL...RK... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 
D.m.H     MV..TGVTAA NMTN...... ......VLGT AVVPAQLKET PLKSDRR... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 
          101                                                150                  200 
A.m.ME’  .......... .ITKPLLERK RRARINKCLD ELKNLMIDAL ETEGEDISKL EKADILELTV RHLQRLQGSR SSTGHLLDTA TKSGEVSGEN RWLSGFGHCA 
A.m.Dpn   .......... .SNKPIMEKR RRARINQCLD ELKSLILEAM KKDPARHSKL EKADILEMTV KHLQAVQRQQ LS....TAVA TDPAVL...T KFRSGFSECA 
A.m.H     DVKIRIYIYI QSNKPIMEKR RRARINNCLN DLKTLILDAM KKDPARHSKL EKADILEMTV KHLETLQRQQ VA....LAAA TDPNVL...N KFRAGFTECA 
D.m.Dpn   .......... .TNKPIMEKR RRARINHCLN ELKSLILEAM KKDPARHTKL EKADILEMTV KHLQSVQRQQ LN....MAIQ SDPSVV...Q KFKTGFVECA    
D.m.H  .......... .SNKPIMEKR RRARINNCLN ELKTLILDAT KKDPARHSKL EKADILEKTV KHLQELQRQQ AA....MQQA ADPKIV...N KFKAGFADCV 
          201                                                250                  300 
A.m.ME’  AEAYRF.... .......... .LSAVPGCNS GTNVENG... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ........EK 
A.m.Dpn   TEVSRYVSHL ENVDPVVKQR LVSHLNNCVS NLQQMAPFYS HYVPYM...P ERLYYPEVKV GFQSDFQNGD ENNNGSARIQ IPN....... ..GVQLIPSR 
A.m.H     GEVGRF.... PGLDASVKRR LMAHLASCLG PVEASNNNGQ TANQQ..... PVQPAPPTTQ LQVHILPQVD ATPRI.QVQQ SNGIFFTNAN GMGLQLVPTR 
D.m.Dpn   EEVNRYVSQM DGIDTGVRQR LSAHLNQCAN SLEQIGSMSN FSNGYR...G GLFPATAVTA APTPLFPSLP QDLNNNSRTE SSAPAIQMG. ..GLQLIPSR 
D.m.H  NEVSRF.... PGIEPAQRRR LLQHLSNCIN GVKTELHQQQ RQQQQQSIHA QMLPSPPSSP EQDS..QQGA AAPYLFGIQQ TASGYFLPN. ..GMQVIPTK 
          301                                                350                  400 
A.m.ME’  LERGCVSEMS RDS....... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .KEGQTEEKV KTEIKVEDEE E......... 
A.m.Dpn   LPTGELALLV PQSATISANF .PF.FPPAPE SISKISRSSA FTSIHRPQSP LLSPSTSTSS YGEESHQSEH YPQANSPNHQ ERQFKVPGQS PASSKSFSSS 
A.m.H     LENGDIALVL PAG....... .......... ........AK ATPVASPA.. .......... .......... .TSPAPTSPM PALIPIPQRT A.....STAS 
D.m.Dpn   LPSGEFALIM PNTGSAAPPP GPFAWPGSAA GVAAGTASAA LASIANPT.H L...NDYTQS FRMSAFSKPV NTSVPANLPE NLIHTLPGQT QLPVKNSTSP 
D.m.H  LPNGSIALVL PQSLP..... .....QQQQQ QLLQHQQQQQ QLAVAAAA.. .......... .......... .AAAAAAQQQ PMLVSMPQRT A.....STGS 
          401                                                450                  500 
A.m.ME’  .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 
A.m.Dpn  PETQKPQISS TSDSKSPVCT FLETKSDIGY RKEIADSSES LNSNGMQNLR QPLSVITDKT YNCTGSLPPR KEAIKRHNSD GLLAISDKKA RYQEAISSTM 
A.m.H  ASSSSSSASS TSTSAASPVA DVATSPANGY .......... .......... .....TSDPE FDPRVYSSPP L........Q KPLAL..... .......... 
D.m.Dpn  PLSPISSISS HCEESRAASP TVDVMSKHSF .......... ...AGV..FS TPPPTSAETS FNTSGSLNLS AGSHDSSGCS RPLAHLQ... ..QQQVSSTS 
D.m.H  ASSHSSAGYE SAPGSSSSCS YAPPSPANSS .......... .......... .....YEPMD IKPSVIQRVP ME.......Q QPLSL..... .......... 
          501                                                550 
A.m.ME’  ..IDVERVDD VDP....... .......... .......... .......... .MWRPW 
A.m.Dpn  NSSNGHLKSE GDQPISVEDL SGRPTCSANR NSNPNPIKFA AIAGSSGTNG DMWRPW 
A.m.H  .VMRKSVVRE VEE....... .......... .......... .......... KPWRPW 
D.m.Dpn  GIAKRDREAE AES....... ...SDCSLD. ..EPSSKKF. .LAGAIEKSS SAWRPW 
D.m.H  .VIKKQIKEE EQ........ .......... .......... .......... .PWRPW 
B
          1                                                   50                                                    100 
A.m.ME’   M....SYEFP H..PVSKTYR YKKITKPLLE RKRRARINKC LDELKNLMID ALETEGEDIS KLEKADILEL TVRHLQRLQG SRSSTGHLLD TATKSGEVSG 
D.m.Her   MMARPEEQKS HVGAKSRSHQ YREVFKPMME RKRRSRINRC LDFIKDLLQE VSHLDGETMA KMDMGDVLEL AVHHLSKKNC PVATPTTAPT SGVYQSPI.. 
          101                                                150                                    185 
A.m.ME’   ENRWLSGFGH CAAEAYRFLS AVPGCNSGTN VENGEKLERG CVSEMSRDSK EGQTEEKVKT EIKVEDEEEI DVERVDDVDP MWRPW 
D.m.Her   DCYW.SGFRE CVLEVSQFLQ H.NGYQPS.. FEFAKELDH. .LVASTSKSK PN........ .......... .......... LWRPW 
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side (aa 203; SPTPS in D. melanogaster L'sc) and also the
C-terminus are of high similarity, the latter found identi-
cal in Calliphora [51]. Presumably these protein domains
are of functional importance. Indeed, the C-terminus acts
as transcriptional activation domain and is also used to
recruit E(spl) bHLH proteins [36]. Although the align-
ments of the respective genes of honeybee and mosquito
to sc and l'sc are very similar, the tendency goes to a closer
relationship to l'sc. However, we propose that this gene
pair arose by duplication in the course of Drosophilid
evolution, such that we may be looking at a common
ancestor in the other two species.
The rate of conservation is very limited for the Ase
homologs. Decent conservation is found within the
bHLH domain, and moreover, a further well-conserved
box is present (NGxQYxRIPGTNTxQxL; x are differences
between A. gambiae and D. melanogaster). This sequence is
likewise detected in the Ase protein of C. vicina, which
however shares many more similarities with D.m.Ase
[51]. In Apis, there is no such conservation outside of the
bHLH domain, which itself is highly diverged. The overall
degree of conservation is so poor that further statements
about the relationship are difficult. We argue that this
gene represents A.m.ase by its close proximity to A.m.ash,
although other interpretations are similarly possible. An
analysis of its expression pattern in honeybee may help to
solve these questions.
Conclusion
We aimed towards an understanding of the evolution of
E(spl)-C and AS-C  complexes which in D. melanogaster
comprise genes of apparent redundant functions. Our
analysis covered insect species that belong to the orders
Hymenoptera (honeybee) and Diptera and there to the
suborders Nematocera (mosquito) and Brachycera (three
species of the genus Drosophila) and thus spans an about
300 Myr window of evolution. We find that both E(spl)-C
and  AS-C  expanded rather recently as they are only
present in their nowadays complex structures in Dro-
sophilids. In Apis and in Anopheles, we find very similar
arrangements indicative of an ancient ur-complex. The
E(spl)-C seems to have evolved from two genes, one HES-
like and one Brd-like gene that are arranged in a head to
head orientation. Both types of genes are responsive to
Notch signalling in Drosophila. Our data suggest that the
most ancient genes are E(spl) bHLH mβ and E(spl) mα
from which the other E(spl)-C genes derived by duplica-
tion and subsequent change. Moreover, an E(spl) ur-com-
plex is likewise detected in Tribolium castaneum that
belongs to the order Coleoptera. In Drosophila the com-
plex also gained unrelated genes like m1 and gro. The latter
is highly conserved, however, located at different genomic
positions. Whereas in Anopheles the ur-complex seems to
exist in its original form, two additional mβ-like bHLH
genes are found in the Apis genome that possess introns.
These introns are at similar positions as the introns of two
other HES-like genes, dpn  and h  which themselves are
highly conserved in the three insect species, arguing for a
common evolutionary history. Presumably, the introns
are evolutionarily ancient as they are also found in the C.
elegans E(spl)/h like gene lin-22. The AS-C seems to origi-
nate from a single sc/l'sc like bHLH gene and a second
largely diverged bHLH gene that shares similarity with
Drosophila ase. The high degree of variation in the latter
makes it difficult to conclusively decide on the original
arrangement of this gene complex.
Methods
Databases
Drosophila melanogaster gene and protein sequences were
accessed in FlyBase [31]. The D. pseudoobscura database is
found at the Human Genome Sequencing Center [59].
The genome of D. virilis is sequenced by Agencourt Bio-
science Corporation and can be downloaded [60] or
searched [61]. The Apis mellifera and Anopheles gambiae
databases can be accessed with the Ensembl genome
browser [62]. The honeybee genomic sequence is also
available at the Human Genome Sequencing Center [59]
and the EST sequences were obtained from the honeybee
brain EST project [63]. Table 2 lists accession numbers of
genes, contig numbers and positions of genes therein as
Table 3: Comparison between Apis mellifera, D. melanogaster and Anopheles gambia (% similarity/identity)
A.m.Mβ A.m.Mγ A.m.Mβ'1 A.m.Mβ'2 D.m. mβ D.m.Mγ
D.m.Mγ 72/65 72/66 71/61 71/62
D.m.Mβ 77/67 69/63 73/62 76/66
A.g.Mβ 83/76 70/66 67/57 66/57 80/70 76/67
A.m.Mγ 73/67 69/57 68/54
A.m.Mβ 69/60 64/56
A.m.Mβ'1: own prediction
A.m.Mβ'2: database prediction
Penalties: bestfit: Gap weight: 1, length weight: 1, max. penalized length: 30BMC Evolutionary Biology 2005, 5:67 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/5/67
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well as accession numbers to gene predictions. Due to
updates of the databases, gene annotation and names may
be different now than reported here.
Sequence analysis
Sequences were downloaded and further studied applying
the HUSAR programs of the Deutsche Krebsforschung-
szentrum [64,65]. Genomic DNA was translated with
MAP. BESTFIT and GAP programs were used for align-
ments and calculation of similarity and identity scores.
DOMAIN SWEEP was applied to define bHLH and orange
domains, respectively. The amphipathic α-helices were
predicted and drawn using WHEEL.
D. pseudoobscura sequence acquisition
The annotation of the D. pseudoobscura database is well
advanced. TBlastN searches starting from FlyBase [31] or
using  D. melanogaster genes allow easy access to both
E(spl)-C  and  AS-C  gene complexes. The database also
gives information on transcript length, structure and ori-
entation.
D. virilis sequence acquisition
Searches were done with BlastN. However, the D. virilis
database allows this scan only with DNA against DNA. We
therefore searched first for a characteristic part of a D. mel-
anogaster gene (i.e. the bHLH domain) using lowest per-
cent identity option (75% identity) to find the respective
virilis ortholog. We then used the FIND program to iden-
tify the respective contig containing these sequences
within the downloaded genomic sequence. Subsequently,
the entire contig was translated in all six possible reading
frames and manually analysed for E(spl)-C  and  AS-C
genes and proteins. The complete E(spl)-C was located in
one contig. To identify the whole sequence of the AS-C,
three overlapping contigs had to be investigated. How-
ever, the contigs covering the AS-C still contained many
large unsequenced or uncertain stretches. Therefore, the
exact size of the complex could not be defined. The
sequence gaps do not affect the coding sequences of the
studied genes.
A. gambiae and A. mellifera sequence acquisition
The other databases were screened with D. melanogaster
protein sequences for members of E(spl)-C  and  AS-C
against genomic DNA. After detecting convincing similar-
ities, the surrounding genomic DNA was downloaded for
further studies with the HUSAR programs. Most of the
genes that we describe here have also been annotated as
transcribed regions. However, the majority of the data-
base predictions were either incomplete or inconsistent.
For our predictions, we carefully analysed genomic DNA
and possible coding sequences. All six reading frames
were searched for bHLH domain sequences and in the
case of the E(spl)-C bHLH proteins also for WRPW motifs.
Predicted introns were scanned for open reading frames
and their borders reinvestigated. Exon/intron boundaries
were defined by obeying to the GT AG rule. Afterwards it
was analysed whether the newly predicted introns affected
the open reading frame.
Classification of gene homology
Gene homology and orthology was classified based on
sequence identity with the respective D. melanogaster pro-
tein. In the studied Drosophila species all analysed genes
have been identified in a 1:1 ratio and could therefore be
classified as orthologs. The degree of similarity and iden-
tity between two related proteins was determined with the
BestFit program [64]. Comparison of proteins from the
three Drosophila species was done under the pre-config-
ured standard conditions of the program (Gap weight: 8,
length weight: 2). A TBlastN search in the Apis and Anoph-
eles databases always returned several sequences, and we
analysed up to 15 of the best hits. If the hit was in a region
without predicted gene, we translated the respective
sequence and analysed the open reading frames manu-
ally. They were analysed for expected protein motifs, like
bHLH, orange or WRPW domain. The predicted protein
sequences were then used for a BlastP search in FlyBase. In
case of a 1:1 relationship, the genes were classified as
orthologs. Since there are several E(spl)-C bHLH and AS-
C bHLH genes in Drosophila, a 1:1 allocation was not pos-
sible, therefore, we classified them as homolog (see
results). Protein sequences derived from the Apis  or
Anopheles genome projects are so diverged, that standard
conditions only align the best conserved domains. We
therefore changed the conditions to Gap weight: 1, length
weight: 1, max. penalized length: 30. These relaxed condi-
tions had little influence on either alignment of well-con-
served sequences, the similarity or identity values. For
example, the D.m.Mβ and D.v.Mβ orthologs share 89%
identity under stringent conditions versus 93% identity
under relaxed conditions. The reduced stringency how-
ever, allowed an alignment of the entire protein sequence
also of the diverged proteins with the consequence that
the identity values increased considerably compared to
standard conditions. For example an alignment of A.g.Ash
(371 residues) with D.m.L'sc (257 residues) under stand-
ard conditions aligns only the residues A.g.Ash 50–233
with D.m.L'sc 40–218 with an identity of 46%. Under
relaxed conditions the whole protein sequences align with
64% identity.
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